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EDITORIAL.

VOL. XXXVI.

EVERY number of the" Shirburnian " has an editorial,
and every editorial has had an author or authors who

have probably spent a great deal of time in "Tacking their
own brains, aud picking those of their friends, for something
to write: the hum-drum life of the School seems to go all

everlastingly, through the cycle of days, and weeks, and
months, without giving any exciting or extraordinary topic
for discussion. The result is that the editorial usually has
a high and lofty tone, which is often far more suited for the
pulpit than a school magazine, and has the effect of making
some people dislike it intensely as being smug and hypo
critical, or of making others rather glad, in their phlegmatic
British way, of thislittle outburst of sentimentality. At the
end of the summer term, for instance, the Editorial usually
violates all the usual conventions of the English nation,
and of the public school, by actually expressing, in no short
or condensed way, all that is usually left to be inferred from
a shrug of the shoulders and a grunt-all the sorrow and
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pain which leaving school would seem to entail. How often
have we read of the life-long friendships the writer is sure
he has formed here, "the rough edges being smoothed
down," and the character forged and beaten to a decent
unpretentiousness upon the anvil of discipline! If the
editors of the " Shirburnian "have, in the past, been typical
of the unsentimental" younger generation" which we have
heard so much about, it seems that modern thinkers have
gone sorely astray in their estimation of our character.

We must, therefore, if we want to live up to this reputation
we have got, of " anti-sentimentality," purge the pages of
the" Shirburnian " of the stain of " slop," and all the wet
eyed sorrows and regrets of prospective leavers.

And surely this sentimentality IS undesirable; there is
far too much sentiment in the world already to waste time
describing it in all its absurd details, and there is more fun
to be obtained from a hard tackle than from the spineless
rubbish of farewells.

SCHOOL NOTES.

On Saturday, November 26th, the Dramatic Society gave a
performance of "Androcles and the Lion."

On Sunday, November 27th, there was a Confirmation in
the Chapel by the Bishop of Sherborne.

Since our last issue the XV have beaten Marlborough and
Downside, and lost very narrowly to Dulwich.
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Congratulations to the following on being presented with their
School Colours:-

1ST XV.

vV. B. a. Prosser
A.A. N. Tuck
K. E. Meredith
T. B. Beresford
L. G. Green
G.L. Hobbs
J. Rogers

2ND XV.

A. W. Young
A. V. Williams
N. H. H. Ralston
F. M. Milligan
B.H.Lock
P. B. Clarke
P. S. T. Keenagh
J. D.Watney
H. J. Crawfurd
J. a.Cooper
J. B. Jenkins
J.W. C. Newman-Young
H. R. G. Brymer
D. S. Carden
D. B. Alexander
R. H. Wheatley
L. E. A. H. Kentwell

COLTS' BADGES.

Cohen
Ardagh
Robinson mi.
Breay
Bannerman
\\Talker tert.
Cordingley
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XXX BLAZERS.

Fyson
Tyson
Llewelyn
Lochore
Homfray
Gibson
de Carteret
King
Hopcraft
Round-Turner
Copeman
Chase
Dowdeswell

GYM. SQUAD.

Picton
Cordingley
Cook
Dinwiddy
Bevis
Russell
Mair

O.S. NEWS.

[DECEMBER,

P. Hogg (h, 1926-31) and ]. M. Couchman (a, 1926-31)
rowed in the Oxford Trial Eights.

H. A. Ricardo (a, 1926-30) coxed one of the Trial Eights at
Cambridge.

A. E. S Charles (c, 1923-28) was awarded a Blue for Foot
ball at Oxford.

F. T. Horan (a, 1919-23) ran for Cambridge in the 2 miles
Relay.
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The following, amongst others, have been playing football
this season:-

J. A. Tallent (e, 1924-29) for Blackheath and Kent.
M. Earle (e, 1927-30) for Woolwich.
P. L. Candler (b, 1927-32) for Devon.
R. C. S. Dick (a, 1927-31) for Blackheath.
J. H. Bowman (b, 1927-32) for Richmond.
J. C. Honeywell (b, 1919-23) for Kent.

CAMBRIDGE 0.5. LETTER.

I find it hard to obtain a great deal of news, but what there
is shall be given you. .

Crowther sheds a warm radiance throughout Memorial
Building, where he lives, which is memorable, but not romantic.
Then there's Dick; I don't know why he isn't playing for the
'Varsity, but it is suggested that he is taking too lively an interest
in corpses. Pettitt is growing his hair rather long, so I suppose
he must be reading music or the arti. or something. Carey
(L. M.) always seems to be showing the greatest enthusiasm for
something or other when I see him, but he never seems to have
the time to tell me what it is and I haven't heard from anyone
else, so I suppose that it must be fairly virtuous. Fox has come
up this term, and I hope he will be as successful here in the
cricket field as he was at Sherborne. Grayburn, Merritt and
South form an 0.5. trio at Emmanuel, "The Bourgeois
College."

I saw Iles on November 11th and touched him for a penny
for the penny chain; I haven't seen him since, so I expect he's
still broke. Then of course there is Turing, whom I strongly
suspect of being a Hollywood fan, as I never see him except
when coming away from the" flicks."

It is bad luck: Candler and Bowman are not in the Rugger
side, but I believe it is generally felt that the time is not very
far off when they will get their blues.

Messer has taken up rowing. Goodness knows why: perhaps
he sees a likeness in himself to Hogg or Couchman, but he wiII
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find it hard to put that sort of thing across in the Major
University!

Do you know, I saw Blanford doing P.T. and some stout
work on the parallel bars the other day? The poor fellow's
getting quite thin.

There are many more, all deserving honourable mention. Of
course, one can't omit Ricardo, who looks like getting a blue,
although he had the misfortune to be coxing the losing boat at
the Trial Eights the other day. They have now put him in the
'Varsity boat, and as he is lighter than his rival by six or eight
pounds he ought to stay there. At any rate, let us wish him,
Hogg and Couch man, the best of luck. If we have three
Sherborne Rowing Blues in one year it will be pretty good.

THE WILDMAN SOCIETY.

A Snap Debate was held in the Lower Library on November
5th, at 6.45 p.m. The President was in the chair and was
supported by a majority of the officers of the Society. There
was a poor attendance of members, which was particularly
unfortunate in view of the value and amusement to be derived
from this type of debate. The Minutes of the previous meeting
w~re read and signed without question.

There being no private business, the President outlined the
methods commonly adopted for all Impromptu Debate.

The first motion before the House was" That in the opinion
of this House there should be a School Yo-Yo team." MR.
POOLES. proposing, was immediately reminded that even if
there were no known rules of procedure in Yo-Yo there were
in Debate. After which he pointed out that a combination of
skill and concentration were common to the successful study of
Latin, Greek, Life and Yo-Yo. MR. BAMPFYLDE, opposing,
complained of the expense involved. Just as school football
teams could not play matches with a toy football so Sichool
Yo-Yo teams could not practice the art with the sixpenny
article. He described the performance as idle, silly, empty,
crazy, feminine, individualistic and anti-social. MR. R. W.
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HARRIS said that it required strong-mindedness if nothing else
to master the art, and anyhow, what was good enough for last
term's Head of the School was good enough for him. He saw
in it a strong rival to P.T. as a Commemoration attraction.
Other advantages:-It was an all-weather game, no grounds
were necessary, and new tricks were always possible. A good
maiden speech. MR. R. E. O. WrLLIAMs appealed for" More
brains, 0 Lord, more brains." The game, he said, produced
sheer lunacy. That was why it was so popular with prefects
and masters. He was anxious to know whether a professional
coach would have to be employed, and where it would be played.
In the Big Schoolroom? If so, it would interfere with the
playing of other things. He concluded sarcastically that if you
could master Yo-Yo you could master life. (Rats I).

MR. Rrx advocated Yo-Yo on aesthetic grounds. MR. T. B.
DE LA P. BERESFORD objected to the fourth speaker's final
remark and asked for something harder. The Motion was lost
by ten votes.

The second motion was that" In the opinion of this House
Exercise is a bad thing:' The motion was lost by ten votes.

The third motion was that" In the opinion of this House the
name of Tigleth-Pileser is preferable to that of Smith." The
motion was lost by four votes.

Next the House discussed the motion that" Long Shorts were
preferable to Short Longs "; this was lost by three votes.

Lastly the motion that" Hair should be worn long by both
sexes" was lost by nine votes.

The House then adjourned.

A Debate took place in the Lower Library on Saturday,
November 19th, at 6.45 p.m.

The President was in the Chair and was supported by a
majority of the officers of the Society. There was a fair
attendance of members. Tbe minutes of the previous meeting
were read and signed, after one error had been corrected.

In private business the Honorary St>cretary announced the
arrangements which had been made for the Invitation Debate,
and the President asked the Society to attend in full force.
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In public business the motion before the House was that
" Conscription should be compulsory in England."

The HONORARY SECRETARY opened the case for the motion
by apologising for the wording, which, he said, was redundant.
After an introductory sally to the effect that red, not khaki,
was the favourite colour in the army, he went on to show that
there were many branches from which a conscript might choose,
so that a man's normal profession need not necessarily be
completely interrupted. For instance, an engineer might join
the Royal Engineers. He then pointed out the probable effects
of Army life upon the various strata of Society, illustrating his
arguments by references to the ancient Greeks and their love
of physical fitness. A fair speech spoilt by too many lapses
into slang.

MR. LLOYD confessed himself unable to regard the Army
as the Paradise portrayed by the Proposer. If people must
learn to shoot, the National Society of Riflemen was a preferable
and less expensive way of doing so. Conscription was not
worth the expense involved with the corresponding loss to trade
and agriculture which it would undoubtedly bring. Further
more, the idea was contrary to the spirit of peace and to the
liberty which was the traditional right of every Englishman.
A good speech.

The VICE-PRESIDENT treated the House to a very dignified,
closely reasoned and effective speech on behalf of the motion.
He repudiated the idea that conscripts would mutiny, and
pointed out that France has maintained the system without any
of the evil effects foreshadowed by the previous speaker. He
dwelt at length and in a very thorough manner with the political
situation at the present time, dealing with such matters as the
future of Military and Civil Aviation, conscription under various
disarmament schemes, and the effect on the world in general if
England decided in favour of conscription.

MR. SHEHIDAN disposed effectively of an explanation on the
subject of expense put forward by the third speaker. He
proceeded to examine the subject from the point of view of the
individual, and then [r"m the international standpoint. He
accused the proposers of the motion of being unable to get away
from the old and worn-out slogan, " If you want peace, prepare
for war." He ended on an individual note. The state, he
said, existed for the individual. Mr. Sheridan's was an exceIIent
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maiden speech and he should be heard again. On the motion
being thrown open to the House there was no lack of members
desiring to speak.

MR. HARRIS made an impassioned onslaught on the proposers
of the motion.

MR. CAMPION made some good points against conscription
in a speech which was marred by a style which savoured too
much of the pulpit. He thought it a waste of time to compare
Modern England with Ancient Greece, since the conditions of
life were so different. He also maintained that France had
abolished conscription, which went far to prove its uselessness
in these days.

MR. POOLES was in favour of conscription provided that the
period determined on was not too long. He thought that as a
novelty it had merits.

MR. R. E. O. WILLIAMS spoke against the motion. He said
that it was useless to compare the effect of conscription on
France and England because of the difference in national
temperament. No amount of conscription could save London
or any other place under modern conditions of war.

MR. H. S. WALKER took the third speaker to task for
regarding conscription as the panacea for all ills which his speech
had seemed to imply. Neither the rich, nor the industrious,
nor the man of genius would welcome conscription, to mention
only a few types.

MR. BOVELL made two points against the motion.

MR. E. G. HODGKINSON objected to conscription chiefly
because it stifled individuality, was immoderate in its application,
and was largely a waste of time. He illustrated his arguments
historically.

MR. R. H. S. HIRST was axiomatic and financial and
favoured the motion.

MR. BRENDON thought that conscription and snobbery went
together.

MR. JEANS compared the probable treatment of conscription
in this country with the certain treatment of toys by children.

MR. HIGGINS thought that if life in the Army was so alluring
as some of the protagonists of the motion led him to expect,
discontent would be the order of the day when the period of
conscription was over.
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The Hon. Opposer then summed up, pinning his faith on
Civil Aviation and an International Peace Force.

The Hon. Proposer countered by a very effective concluding
speech in which he deplored the selfishness of the Opposers of
the motion because they thought of themselves first. He
considered that they had a disturbed idea of the spirit which
Conscription instilled.

On a division being taken there voted: for the motion, 9;
against, 20. It was therefore lost by 11 votes.

The President complimented the Society on a very successful
Debate, warned members that the etiquette of debating required
attention, and declared the House adjourned.

ANDROCLES AND THE LION.

On November 26th the School were treated to a very fine
display of acting by the Dramatic Society, who performed
"Androcles and the Lion," by Bernard Shaw. The standard
of acting was very high., due to a great degree to Mr. House,
who produced the play. It was evident that the School
thoroughly enjoyed it, and we hope that there will be more
plays of a similar kind in the future. No-one was heard to say
that their shilling was wasted.

The play was interesting, humorous and even uplifting; nor
was the humour so high-brow that it did not appeal to everyone.
O.. Clarke gave a very moving performance as Androcles,
perhaps the best performance of the play. Maidlow had the
hardest part to play, that of Lavinia, and did it very creditably.
In many ways the play depended on him, and the play's success
was ensured by his snccess. Of theotherperformers,Whately
Smith and Anderson were outstanding, both of them giving
very sympathetic renderings of their parts.

There was no great unexpected denouement to the play, most
people must have heard the story before, and the true interest
of the play lay in the interpretations of their parts by the actors,
which lays all the more credit to their performances. There
were no real weak spots in the cast and the only criticism I can
make is concerning the crowd, who were too small, though this
perhaps is rather a slight objection, and whose laughter was
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rather mechanical. Congratulations are due to the whole cast,
and especially to Mr. House, who in addition to producing the
play gave a most amusing performance as the Lion. I hope
there will be more like it, but it may be some time before we
have one as good. The standard of acting seems to be very
high at present, the staging was extraordinarily effective,
especially the scene with the lion in the cage, and the whole
performance ran smoothly.

INTER-HOUSE SINGING, 1932.

UNACCOMPANIED TEST.

1 Harper House 85
2 The Green 82
3 Abbey House ... 72
4- School House "A..... 70
5 School House" B " 63
6 Westcott House 61
7 Lyon House 57
8 Abbeylands 50

UNISON SONG.

1 The Green 81
2 Harper House 80
3 Abbeylands 70
4- Abbey House 69
5 School House "A" 63
6 Westcott House '" 61
7 School House" B " 56
8 Lyon House 53

HALLIDAY CUP.

Max.90.
1 Hotchkis (h)

{
Collings (h) }

2 Morrison-Scott (h)

71

67

80.4
80.1
80
77.8

75.32

SENIOR SHOOTING HOUSE COl\IPETITION.

1 Abbey House
2 The Green
3 School House
4- Abbeylands
5 f Harper House}

tLyon House
7 Westcott House 73

School Average, 77.4. Last year's average, 72.27.
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MARKSMAN'S CUP.

1 Cdt. Lloyd ma. 119
2 Cdt. Wood 119 (after shooting off)

HOUSE PAIRS.

1 School House {Lloyd 86} 170Wood 84

2 The Green {lames 82} 160Tata 78

jAbb'Yland'
{Wilson 76} 155Vemon 793 (Swan 73}Westcott House tHancock 82 155

5 Harper House {Neville 77} 153Harrison 76

6 Abbey House ICarr-ElIison 88} 152Rawlins 64-

7 Lyon House {Priest 73} 146Bell ma. 67
Last year's winning score, 145.

THE SOUTHWARK CAMP.

Dear Sir,
Here is an account of the Southwark Camp held in the Isle

of Wight in August.
The cadets arose at 7.30, but not to the cry of" Come on my

lucky lads, rise and shine," but to the cry of" No tea if you
don't come now." Tea was served before P.T. which took
place on the cliff edge, under Colonel Turner in pyjamas and a
bathing suit. Breakfast (a most important item) followed with
hit inspection. Parade followed and lasted till 12.30. Bathing
parade was held at 12.45, and we returned to an appetising
lunch afterwards.

In the afternoon the cadets usually went down to Sandown
to amuse themselves or else played cricket in a hay field. In
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one game the total for the innings of one side was 0, the other
side scoring 11.

We had night-ops one night, and armed with one blank round
apiece we marched to the top of a hill to stop the enemy taking
the hill by storm. We succeeded only because the mist was so
thick that the enemy were unable to see the hill. We got to
bed by twelve after some delicious hot soup.

From the military point of view we were quite useless, as
there were only four of us. If we had been in greater numbers
we could have tried to give some demonstrations of elementary
arms drill.

We found the cadets wonderful fellows, who appreciated us
being there, and most of whom turned out to be a very cheery
lot.

We would like to take this opportunity of assuring any
members of the School who are thinking of going next year,
that a wonderful welcome and a thoroughly enjoyable and
healthy holiday awaits them.

Yours, etc.
A. RUTLEDGE
W.VON BLUMENTHAL
A. L. SHARPE
D. L. RIDOUT

FOOTBALL.

1ST XV.

SCHOOL v. TONBRIDGE.

(By kind permission of the Editor of the Kent and StlSsex Courier).

Played at Tonbri~ge on October 29th.
Quite a number of O.T's and 0.55. were present on the

-Fifty Ground on Saturday, October 29th, to witness the match
between Tonbridge alld Sherborne Schools. And a very good
game they saw, which resulted in each side scoring two tries
(six points).
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This result was a satisfactory one, and a fair indication of the
merits of the two sides. SiJerborne held a slight advantage
forward, but outside the scrummage Tonbridge were faster.
I t was a good thing for the home side that this was so, because
Sherborne were often threatening their line. The ability of
Tonbridge to get the ball away quickly enabled them in turn to
be a menace to Sherborne, and the keen exchanges and work
of both sides made the game very interesting.

In the first half, Fontaine dribbled over for Tonbridge far
out, and Cook scored for Sherborne, the kicks failing- in both
cases.

After the change over, Sherborne were seen at their best for
some minutes and took the lead through Robinson, a strong
runner, who covered a lot of ground before getting across for
an unconverted try.

It was a lead that was not held for long. Some fine work
by the forwards took Tonbridge to within striking distance, and
material reward was forthcoming, when the Sherborne three
quarters fumbled the ball for Sanderson to cross far out, a
difficult kick failing.

School-A. V. Williams; K. E. Meredith, B. A. G. Picton,
\\T. B. O. Prosser, B. H. D. Robinson; R. V. Cook, T. V. R.
\Vilson; T. C. Palmer, P.]. Smith, A. A. N. Tuck, T. B.
Beresford, L. G. Green, G. L. Hobbs, ]. Rogers, A. W. Young.

SCHOOL v. CLIFTON CLUB.

Played on the Upper on November 5th.
In the first half, the School played towards Sherborne, with

the sun but against the wind. Clifton Club pressed immediately
from the start, a dribble by Robinson and a long kick by Cook
relieving. From a scrum in midfield Cook snapped up a bad
pass, the ball went out to Meredith, who ran well and was
tackled very near the goal-line. Clifton Club carried play back
to the School twenty-five with a series of kicks to touch, but a
break-away by the School forwards and a good kick by Prosser
prevented any score. The Club three-quarters got away follow
ing a scramble on the half-way line, but Palmer, coming across
quickly, brought down their left wing with a very good tackle.
SOOIl after, the first score came, a Club forward breaking away
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from a loose scrum in the School twenty-five, and scoring
beneath the posts. The try was converted. Clifton Club
pressed again from the kick-off, and a dangerous situation was
saved by a very cool mark by WiIliams and a promising passing
movement by the three-quarters. Unfortunately, a forward
was offside in a scrum on the half-way line, and the Club in
creased their lead with a penalty goal, that was kicked without
any apparent effort. Play fluctuated from one end to the other
during the last few minutes of the first half, a cut through by
Cook, and a similar movement by the Club fly-half being
noticeable.

Half-time score,.D-B.
Clifton Club were soon back in the School twenty-five, but

Picton relieved with a good kick to touch. The Club got the
ball back to their three-quarters from the line-out, their left
wing kicked across, only for Cook to catch it, slip a tackle, run
up to the full-back and pass to Hobbs, who ran well to score to
the right of the posts. Robinson converted. The Club attacked
from the kick-off, and for most of the rest of the game, but the
defence held out well, and occasionally the School attacked,
Palmer with a dribble, and Smith, Picton and Williams with
kicks, being conspicuous. Eventually, after a number of
scrums right beneath the School posts, a Club forward forced
his way over to score a try that was converted. After some
even play, the Club left wing slipped Robinson and appeared
to be certain to score, but Cook brought him down with a fine
tackle. The Club forwards broke away from the ensuing scrum
and dribbled over to score the last try ot the match.

Final score, 5-16.
Considering the weight and' speed of the Clifton Club pack,

the School gave a very creditable performance. The three
quarters were rarely able to attack, but always looked dangerous
when they had the ball. Their defence was very sound. The
forwards fought back hard against their heavier and faster
opponen ts, and backed up and covered well in attack and defence.
Altogether, a great improvement on previous form was shewn,
which augurs well for future matches.

School-A. V. WiIliams; K. E. Meredith, B. A. G. Picton,
W. B. O. Prosser, B. H. D. Robinson; R. V. Cook, T. V. R.
Wilson; T. C. Palmer, P. J. Smith, T. B. Beresford, A. A. N.
Tuck, L. G. Green, G. L. Hobbs, J. Hobbs, A. W. Young,
J. O. Cooper.
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SCHOOL 'U. MARLBOROUGH.

This match was played on the Upper on Tuesday, November
8th, and resulted in a win, perhaps a trifle fortunately, for the
School by a placed goal, a dropped goal, a penalty goal and a try
(15 points) to two placed goals and a try (13 points). The game
throughout was played at a great pace, and was full of exciting
incidents. The excitement may be judged from the fact that the
School were twice deprived of the lead and only gained the
winning try a few minutes from the end. Even in the few
minutes left Marlborough made a vigorous, though unsuccessful,
attempt to regain their lost lead.

Cook kicked off for the School towards the town and the
School were soon attacking; the passing, however, was poor,
and no score seemed likely until Robinson converted a penalty
kick given for off-side (3-0). A sharp attack by Marlborough
was repulsed and the School attacked again. Eventually Cook
broke through In score a try which Robinson converted (8-0).
Marlborough, helped by a free-kick, retaliated strongly. From
a loose rush one of their forwards picked up and threw out a
long pass to the left wing, who scored wide out. The kick
failed (8-3). For the rest of the first half play fluctuated from
end to end with amazing rapidity, but the defences on both
sides, helped by indifferent passing of their opponents, held out.
Cook made a fair effort to drop a goal, and once Prosser actually
crossed the line, but lost the ball before he could touch down.
At the other end danger threatened several times from well
placed cross-kicks by the Marlborough right wing, whose strong
running and kicking was one of the features of the game; more
than once the situation looked ugly, but each time someone
turned up and saved. Half-time arrived with the score 8-3
in favour of the School.

On the resumption there was some scrappy play near the
halfway line, until Marlborough started to attack. Smith and
Prosser both brought relief with good kicks. Marlborough,
however, were not to be denied, and a good dash and cross-kick
by their right-wing caught the School's defence out of position
and enabled their left-wing to score a try which was converted
(8 -8). Stirred by this setback the School attacked vigorously,

.hut poor passing spoilt movement after movement; once Cook
kicked ahead, but his kick was much too hard and was touched
down. Marlborough counter-attacked, but the School were soon
back in their twenty-five again, the three-quarters making
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several good passing movemenfs. No score resulted, however
until Cook dropped a goal (12-8). After a short illarlborough
attack the School made a fierce onslaught on the Marlborough
line; the attack was well sustained until a fine rush by the
lVIarlborough forwards took play back to half-way. So"n after
wards one of their forwards broke away from the line-out, the
ball went loose and their fly-balf picked up and dashed through
to score fairly wide out. The kick succeeded (12-13). Play
became more and more exciting as each !>ide attacked in turn.
Suddenly Cook kicked ahead; the Marlborougb full-back
gathered the ball, but Cook charged his kick down, caught the
ball cleverly and dashed ahead before giving I\Ieredith the pass
from which he scored: the kick failed (15-13). There were
now only a few minutes left, but l\[arlborollgh made a brave
effort to score again. One promising movement was spoilt by a
forward pass. A kick by \Vilson and a strong burst by Beresford
took play back to half-way, but a well placed kick-ahead put
;\farlboruugh on the attack again. The School tackling, however,
remained safe, and some c1evet kicking had brought play bacl, to
balf-way before tbe final whistle brought much-needed relief to
players and spectators alike.

School- A. V. Williams; K. E. l\Iereditb, B. A. G. Picton,
W. B. O. Prosser, B. H. D. Hobinson; R. V. Cook, T. V. R.
Wilson; T. C. Palmer, P. ]. Smith, A. A. N. Tuck, T. B.
Beresford, L. G. Green, G. L. Hobbs, ]. Rogers, A. \V. Young.

SCHOOL 'V. DOWNSIDE.

Played on the Upper on November 12th.
The School played the first half towards Sherborne, against

a slight wind and drizzle.
At first, the School heeled the ball more than Downside, and

thus pressed, Downside being compelled eventually to touch
down. Their scrum-half attempted to relieve by along kick
upfield, but Williams was \Veil positioned, and sent them back.
After a long period of uninteresting play, in which a really good
free-kick by Cook was the only feature of note, Robinson just
failed to land a penalty goal from far out, outside the twenty-five.
Another period of scrappy play in midfield followed, during
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which Downside were getting the ball both in the scrums and
the line-outs, but they did not look dangerous because of their
persistent kicking. This gradually brought them into the School
twenty-five. Their scrum-half broke away from a scramble near
the left touchline, but Smith was covering well and tackled him.
Downside continued to press for some time, in spite of a free
kick given against them. Eventually Palmer broke clean away
from a line-out and got the ball back to his three-quarters for
Cook to find touch near the half-way line. After some even
play in midfield, Smith broke away from a line-out and passed
in to Wilson, who drew the full-back before passing to Robinson,
who scored to the right of the posts. The try was not converted.
Following some gOlld footwork by both packs, the whistle blew
for half-time. Score, 3-0.

Play was livelier in the second half. Downside started off
with a rush into our twenty-five, but Cook sent them backwith
a long kick. The Downside forwards replied by breaking away
from a line-out and heeled quickly from a loose scrum in the
School twenty-five. Their passing movement went astray,
however, and Presser was able to kick to touch. Shortlyafter
wards the School forwards heeled the ball from a scrum in
midfield, but Wilson's pass was rather wild, and a Downside
forward snapped up the ball, kicked ahead, their fly-half followed
up and caught it, but was tackled by Robinson quite near the line.
Downside continued to press, and should have equalised the
score when they were awarded a free-kick about half-way out,
inside the twenty-five. The School rushed the ball into the
Downside half from the drop-out, formed a loose scrum from
which Beresford broke away, beat several players and scored to
the right of the posts. The kick failed. The re-start wns followed
by some even play, but eventually Cook found touch in the
Downside twenty-five with a long kick. The School forwards
heeled repeatedly, but the three-quarters' policy of passing
straight down to the wings was unsuccessful. In the last minute,
the Downside right centre cut through, but Cook got across to
tackle him. Final score, 6-0.

This was rather a dull game after the Marlborough match on
the previous Tuesday. The School forwards held the heavier
Downside pack well, and completely defeated the latter's efforts
at rushes and short passing movements. The outsides were very
sound in defence, but would have been more dangerous in attack
if they had varied their movements more. Downside seldom
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looked dangerous. Their forwards failed to mah full use of
their superior height and weight, and their outsides were far too
prone to kicking.

School-A. V. Williams; K. E. l\Ieredith, B. A. G. Picton,
W. B. O. Prosser, B. H. D. Hobinson; R. V. Cook, T. V. R.
Wilson; T.C.Palmer, P.].Smith, A.A.N.Tuck, T.B.Beresford,
L. G, Green, G. L. Hobbs, ]. Rogers, A. W. Young.

SCHOOL v. RICHMOND "A"

Played on November 19th.

The School kicked off towards Yeovil with a very slight wind
behind them. The ground was heavy and the ball greasy.

For the first few moments the School pressed, but were soon
driven back to their twenty-five, Robinson relieving with a high
punt up the wing, which gained forty·five yards. The Richmond
forwards carried play back again with some quick passing and
backing up. The School then developed a promising passing
movement, but Robinson Imocked on. Richmond attacked
again and after two kicks ahead Patlerson all but scored, Hobbs
getting back and collaring him well just on the line. From the
ensuing scrum the Richmond forwards scored an unconverted
try. After the kick-off the School were soon driven back,
Patterson broke through, bnt was tackled and the ball went loose.
Bowman, controlling the ball beautifully, dribbled over and
touched down for Richmond's second try. The kick failed. The
School then pressed, bnt the Richmond fly-half broke through.
Luckily for the School, he knocked on. The School attacked
again, Watney cut through, passing to his wing when tackled by
the back, but Meredith just could not reach the line, a forward
getting back and bundling him into tonch. Richmond attacked
again, and Patterson broke through again and scored, the kick
again failing. Then the School attacked after some good work
by the forwards, but a promising movement was brought to end
by the left wing knocking on. Half-time came ~hortly after
wards with Richmond leading 9-0.

The second half opened with a number of rushes from the
School forwards. Soon, however, Richmond attacked again, and
from a loose scrum their fly-half broke through and scored, the
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kick failing. After some uninteresting and scrappy play in
midfield, there was a scrum on our twenty-fi ve, the ball went out
to \Vatney, who ran round his man and on reaching the back'
passed to Meredith, who just won an exciting sprint for the line.
The kick failed. Again there was some uninteresting play, but
slowly the training of our forwards began to tell and some good
rushes were made by Hobbs, Rogers and Green. The School
began to look more dangerous now, and from a set scrum the ball
went out to Prosser, who drew the wing cleverly and passed to
l\obinson, giving him a clear run; unfortunately he knocked on.
The School got the ball again and Prosser made another opening
for Robinson. Robinson kicked ahead, but the ball fell into the
back's hands, who ran sixty yards to score an unconverted try.
Richmond began to press again after the kick-off, their fly-half
making a good run. Then from a line-out Bowman caught the
ball and scored an unconverted try after a good run. The kick
failed. Richmond continued to attack and Patterson nearly got
through, taking an inside pass from his fly-half. From an ensuing
scrum the Richmond fly-half hit the cross-bar with a drop at goal.
Just after this the whistle went for no-side, the final score being
18-3 to Richmond.

The. School forwards stood up to their heavier opponents wen,
getting their fair share of the ball. They were rather outplayed
at times in the loose, but usually got back to cover their outsides.
The outsides seemed to be well together in attack and made some
good movements with crisp passing and running. Theirdefertce
seemed somewhat weak. Considering the heavy going the play
was quite fast throughout and the ball was thrown about with
plenty of freedom by Richmond, who had quite a sprinkling of
0.55. playing for them.

School-A. V. WiIliams; K. E. Meredith, J. D. Watney,
W. B. Prosser, B. H. Robinson; R. V. Cook, T. V. Wilson;
P.J.Smith, T.B.Beresford, L. G. Green, G. L. Hobbs, J. Rogers,
A. W. Young, P. B. Clarke, P. J. T. Keenagh.

SCHOOL 'tI. DULWICH.

[Heprinted from The Times of Tuesday, November 29th,]

Dulwich College beat Sherborne School at Dulwich by a goal
(S points) to a try (3 points).
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The Dulwich pack held their own in the tight scrummages,
and sometimes pushed the Sherborne forwards, but, as in their
ptevious matches, seldom gained possession. Their backs got
most of their opportunities of attack from lines-out and mistakes
by the visitors. The Sherborne backs took their passes well in
the first half, but though Robinson, on the right wing, scored a
good try in the first five minutes, their attack as a rule was too
methodical. Dulwich, on the other hand, were enterprising and
resourceful when they did get on the move. Phillips, though
again inclined to attempt too much, made some good openings,
but Godfrey, in the centre, was the most prominent man on the
field. The Dulwich try resulted from a good movement by the
backs. A quick pass to Phillips by Dean set them going; he
handed the ball to Godfrey, who punted ahead, and Springbett,
gathering cleverly, gave an inside pass to Griffith, who ran round
behind the posts.

Though Sherborne scored in the first few minutes they were
not allowed to retain their lead for long, Dulwich scoring midway
through the first half for Godfrey to kick the goal and put them
ahead; There was little in it up to the interval, both lines having
narrow escapes, with Dulwich looking rather more dangerous.
The first quarter of an hour of the second half was just as keenly
contested, and there was some good kicking and fierce rushes by
both sides, L. G. Green, of Sherborne, showing wonderful control
over the ball. Sherborne were on top for the last twenty minutes,
but had to put up with defeat.

School-]. B. ] enkins; K. E. Meredith, W. B. O. Prosser,
B. A. G. Picton, B. H. D. Robinson; R.V.Cook, T.V.R.Wilson;
T. C. Palmer, P. J. Smith, A. A. N. Tuck, T. B. Beresford, L. G.
Green, A. G. L. Hobbs,]. Rogers, P.]. T. Keenagh.

SCHOOL V. YEOVIL.

Flayed on the Upper on December 1st.

In the first half the School played towards Sherborne, with the
sun and wind.

The first score came quickly after the start, when, from a scrnm
in mid-field, the Yeovil left-centre cut through and passed to the
wing, who scored half way out. The try was converted. Yeovil
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were soon pressing, following a good diagonal punt by their fly
half, but a free kick sent them back. Cook intercepted a pass
from a loose scrum, and ran up to the full-back; unfortunately he
was tackled in possession, although Picton was well up with him.
Yeovil rushed the ball back, and for some time their three
quarters attacked. The School, however, were the next to score.
Prosser kicked upfield, tadded the full-back, and Cook snapped
the ball up to score beneath the posts. The trv was converted.
Some good passing by the Yeovil three-quart~rs brought play
into the School twenty-fi Ye, but the forwards rushed the ball out
of danger. Following a tight scrum Picton slipped his man and
ran up to the full-back, but his pass to Meredith was forward.
Immediately after a Yeovil back broke away, but good tackling
by the School prevented any score, Yeovil continued to press
for the rest of the first half, in spite of good kicks by Jenldns and
Cook, but they spoilt theirchances by being penalised continually
for off-side. Half-time, 5-5.

A good rush by the Yeovil forwards took play into the School
twenty-five. Their three-quarters threatened the line on se\"eral
occasions, but eventually some good kicking by the School
relieved pressure. A long period of even play in mid-field was
followed by a strong attack on the School line. A very good
drihble by Cook reached the Yeovil twenty-five, but some bad
passing by the School backs and a cut throngh by a Yeovil three
quarter brought about a score beneath the posts. The try was
converted. After some hard play in mid-field their left-wing,who
had come into the centre, broke through, and once again Yeovil
were on the attack. Cook gained temporary relief by another
intercepted pass, but the Yeovil forwards soon rushed the ball
back. Jenkins was conspicuous witha good kick which saved a
dangerous situation. However, Yeovil started a passing move
ment from a free hick which resulted in a try to the left of the
posts, that was converted. Almost immediately after Picton
gave a well-timed pass to Meredith, who ran to the full-back,
passed to Beresford, who scored far out on the left. The try was
not converted. Yeovil were pressing when the whistle blew for
no-side. Final score, 15-8.

The School played fairly well. The forwards did not seem to
be shoving very hard in the tight, and were not continually good
in the loose. The backs were sound, Picton, Cook and Meredith
being the most outstanding.
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School- J. B. Jenkins j K. E. Meredith, B. A. G. Picton,
W. B. O. Prosser, W. M. Milligan; R. V. Cook, T.V. R.Wilson;
T. C. Palmer, P.]. Smith, A. A. N. Tuck, T. B. Beresford, L.G.
Green, G. L. Hobbs,]. Rogers, P.]. T. Keenagh.

2ND XV.

SCHOOL v. BRUTON.

Played away on October 22nd.

This match resulted in a win for Bruton by 17 points to 12,
after a good game full of incident. From the start the Bruton
forwards were packing and pushing much better than the School
eight. This made it difficult for the School backs to get going.
When they did get the ball they generally made ground, though
Hancock was sometimes a little slow to seize his opportunities,
and Crawfurd was slow off the mark. Bruton had one very
elusive centre three-quarter with a good dodging run. This player
opened the scoring for his side after about ten minutes. The
School retal iated with two uncon verted tries by N ewman Young
and Hancock and led by six points to three until just before half
time. At this point of the game a clever blind side movement led
to a goal for Bruton which might have been stopped by the Wing
forward.

After half-time some weak tackling led to a tlY by a Bruton
forward, and shortly afterwards 1filligan was caught out of
position and the Brnton left wing scored a good try. This brought
the score to 14-6, and it looked as if Bruton might win easily.
The School rallied, howe\'er, and Llewelyn sent Hancock in for
his second try, which was not converted. The School continued
to press until the Bruton forwards took the game up to the School
twenty-fi ve, and some weak tackling let in one of their centre
three-quarters for an unconverted try. The School forwards
then showed good form and with seven minutes left for play,
Ralston scored a somewhat fortunate try and brought the score
up to 12-17. For the remaining few minutes the School pressed
hard and Tyson was almost in. The Bruton defence held OUt,

however, and they well deserved their victOl y.
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For the School, Clarke and Keenagh both did very well
amongst the forwards, and Ralston was often prominent. The
backs were not very good. Llewelyn was dull and the centres too
much inclined to hesitate instead of going for the line. The wings
were very largely spectators. It was obvious that more weight
and power would have to be found for the forwards if they were to
get their fair share of the ball.

School-WilIiams; Milligan, Hancock, Crawfurd, Alexander;
Llewelyn, Loch; Ralston, Clarke, Brymer, Keenagh, Fyson,
Tyson, Copeman, Newman-Young.

SCHOOL v. BRYANSTON.

Played at home on October 29th.
The 2nd XV was largely reorganised after the Brutoll match,

and much improved form was shown. The opposition was
nothing like so strong, but the School side were packing mnch
better and pushing well. Crawfurd played well at fly-half,
and made many openings which 'vVatney lurned to good account.
The last player had a "day out" and scored 23 ont of the 26
points scored.

The School played with a considerable wind behind them in
the first half and it was not long before the scoring was opened,
Watney running in at a canter! The same player was nearly
in shortly afterwards, but this time he allowed MilIigan to come
out of retirement on the wing and to score the try. Both these
two tries were con verted by Watney, and he also converted two
more of his own tries before half-time.

After the interval there was less scoring, but Watney finished
off the best movement of the match with a try which he failed
to convert, and afterwards he kicked a penalty goal.

Of the forwards, Newman-Young and Ralston showed up
well, with Keenagh and Brymer doing good work. Fyson im
proved in the second half, but was not sufficiently robust in his
play. Alexander missed some opportunities by not running
hard enough, and Wheatley showed poor judgement about when
to pass. The tackling was good all through.
. School-Jenkins; Milligan, Watney, \\lheatley, Alexan der ;
Crawfurd, Loch; Ralston, Brymer, Keenagh, Carden, Newman
Young, Kentwell, Cooper, Fyson.
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SCHOOL v. DOWNSIDE.

Played at home on November 1st.
This was a disappointing game. The School were obviously

the better side for three-quarters of the game, and yet only one
try resulted. This was chiefly due to poor backing up, and to
slowness among the forwards. The solitary try was scored by
Watney after about ten minutes' play, as the result of some very
good handling and a good opening by Crawfurd. The halves and
Watneyall handled well throughout the game, despite a very wet
and greasy ball. Alexander showed improved form, but was still
inclined to kick when resolute running would have been better.
The forwards got the ball well and tackled well, but were very
slow in getting about the field, and showed no inclination to back
up, a charge from which Halston must be absolved.

The Downside tackling was good and hard, but excepting for
five minutes at the beginning of the second half they showed no
signs of possibilities in attack. In the last quarter of an hour
their backs kicked for touch with depressing regularity. Watney
was inclined to kick too much at this stage, though it must be said
that he did it very well.

School-]enkins; \V. i\1.l\liIligan, ]. D. Watney, Wheatley,
Alexander; H.]. Crawfurd, B. H. Lock; N. H. H. Ralston,
Brymer, P. B. Clarke, P. ]. T. Keenagh, Calden, Newman
Young, Kentwell,]. D. Cooper.

SCHOOL v. CLIFTON CLUB.

Played at home on November 5th.
This match produced a very good game in which the issue was

determined in the end by the extra weight "f the club side. The
School played with the wind in the first half, and made good use
of it. As soon as Crawfurd could be persnaded to have the ball
out and not to kick for touch (this took about fifteen minutes)
tries resulted. Three were scored in the first half, each the result
of a good movement. The starers were Alexander, Watney and
Milligan. Watney failed to convert any of them, though one
was fairly close in.

In the second half the Club soon began to attack. The School
defence was good, however, and it was some time before a try
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resulted after some loose play in front of goal. This was
converted, as were two other tries scored in the next ten minutes.
The School rallied and were nearly in on two occasions. The
last few minutes brought a further unconverted try to the Club.

This was the best performance of the School 2nd XV so far.
The forwards were more lively until they tired in the second half,
and the backs ran hard and straight.

School-]enkins; \V. M. MilJigan,]. D. Watney, \Vheatley,
Alexander; H.]. Crawfurd, B. H. Lock; N. H. H. Ralston,
Brymer, P. B. Clarke, P. ]. T. Keenagh, Carden, Newman
Young, Kentwell,]. D. Cooper.

SCHOOL v. CAN FORD.

Played away on November 10th.
This match was lost by 11 points to 3. The Canford pack

eventually established a big superiority over the School eight,
and this really settled the issue of the match.

In the first half the School were playing down wind, and play
was fairly even for some time. The ball was wet and very
greasy, and it was soon obvious that not much was to be feared
from the Canford outsides. The forwards, however, were
prominent in several good rushes, which might have been
stopped by more resolute falling on the ball. Towards the end
of this half Canford pressed strongly, and eventually scored on
the blind side far out. This ended the scoring, the Sherborne
defence being very effective. .

After half-time play was soon taken to the School twenty
five, where it remained for most of the rest of the game. Once,
however, Crawfurd went thlOugh well and passed to Watney,
who seemed well on his way to a try when he was overhauled
and pulled down. Shortly afterwards another raid was made
into Canford territory, and Watney kicked a very good penalty
goal from a difficult place. The School played up well for a
few minutes and looked as if they might pull the game round,
but Wheatley was penalised for lying on the ball at the bottom
of a considerable melee, and Can ford went ahead with a penalty
goal. For the rest of the game the School were right on the
defensive, though the Canford backs were still innocuous.
Towards the end a loose pass by Watney enabled Canford to
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score a dribbling try only a yard short of the dead ball line.
This was converted and Canford won a game of which 6-3
would perhaps have given a fairer result, since the School
defence was excellent all through, and the last try must be
accounted a trifle unlucky.

The forwards stuck their task manfully, but were outplayed.
The backs had few chances in attack, but certainly gave the
impression of having more ideas than their opposite numbers.
Lock had a very difficult job at scrum-half, the ball coming to
him very slowly, and usually accompanied by two large Canford
forwards who were not afraid to use their feet. The chief
point to criticise wae a certain slowness to fall on the ball in the
first half of the game. The Canford pack was certainly
the best the School 2nd XV has come up against for some years.

School-]enkins; VV. M.l\Iilligan, ]. D. Watney, Wheatley,
Alexander; H.]. Crawfurd, B. H. Lock; N. H. H. Ralston,
Brymer, P. B. Clarke, P.]. T. Keenagh, Carden, Newmall
Young, Kentwell, ]. D. Cooper.

SCHOOL v. CASTLE CARY.

Played away on November 19th.
An excellent contest I esulted from the visit to Castle Caty.

The School side was below strength, Watney being missed very
mnch in the centre and Ralston in the pack.

The School played up the hill ill the first half and at once began
to get the ball. The winging tactics of the Cary forwards made
it difficult for Lock to get the ball away, even when he didn't
indulge his preference for fighting instead of passing. The tactics
of the School forwards were bad. Instead of onening up the game
they tried to play a forward game against heavier and stronger
opponents. This undoubtedly prevented the match from being
won, probably by a large margin. The play was scrappy and
regard for the rules rare, but the sides were very even and neither
team looked like scoring for about twenty minutes. Then Lock
broke away, and showing his customary scorn for the orthodox
passing tactics of the game, went on and on until he got quite
close to the line. At this point he did let go of the hall, accident
ally it appeared, and Russell scored a try which was not con
verted. Shortly before half-time Cary equalised with a very fine
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penalty goal from near the half-way line. This was rather a
miscarriage of justice, because the Cary forwards had been
penalised for off-side roughly twenty times, and this was the first
occasion on which the School had offended.

Jn the second half the School opened up the game a great deal
more, and frequently came near to scoring. Tyson was prominent
with some fine runs. Both CrawfUld and Jenkinsshould have
been instrumental in scoring tries forthe School, but both omitted
to pass when they had unmarked men outside them. Jenkins,
who made many excursions into the three-quarters line, actually
had five men on either side of him, with only the full-back to
beat. One can only assume that he had a fellow feeling for the
full-back in his awkward situation, for instead of passing he ran
gently into him! Eventually the School did score through one
of the forwards, and J enkins failed with an easy penalty kick.
This looked like being all the scoring, but with five minutes to go,
some weak tackling enabled the club left wing to score under the
posts. Luckily the kick was a poor one. The School made a
final attack, but were unable to score, and ;:t most amusing game
ended in a draw.

School-J. B. Jenkins; F. M. MilIigan, Russell, Wheatley,
Alexander; H. J. Crawfurd, B. H. Lock; H. R. G. Brymer,
Carden, J. \V. C. Newman-Young, Kentwell, J. O. Cooper, King,
Tyson, Hopcraft.

SCHOOL v. TANK CORPS.

Playee at home on November 24-th.

The Tank Corps were not strongly represented for this match,
which resulted in a win for the School by 22 points to nil. The
score might easily have been a good deal larger, poor finishing
spoiling many good movements. Crawfurd was often prominent,
breaking through on many occasions, though he did not always
time his pass well when a try looked probable. Of the forwards
all that can be said is that they had an easy job which they
performed well. The chief fault was a failure to back up
closely enough. Alexander played far the best game he has
played this year, running with great determination. Six tries
were scored of which only two were converted, though many
were fairly close in.
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School-A. V. Williams; F. M. Milligan, J. D.Watley, R. H.
Wheatley, D. B. Alexander; H. J. Crawfurd, B. H. Lock;
N. H. H. Ralston, H. R. G. Brymer, A.W. Young, P. B. Clarke,
L. E. A. H. Kentwell, J. \;V. C. Newman-Young, D. S. Carden,
Tyson.

THE 3RD XV.

This season the 3rd XV played five matches, of which four
were won and one (t'. Bournemouth Sports Club) lost. For
this match the team was much below strength, no fewer than
seven of the regular side being injured or away. Under the
circumstances to lose 3-9 was no disgrace. The other matches
were all won with comfortable margins, except the second one
with Downside on their ground, when we scored the onTy try of
the game. In the first match we won very easily, and this was
probably the best display that the team gave. The forwards
put plenty of vigour into their work, and controlled the ball very
well in the loose, finishing off their rushes with a quick heel,
which made matters comparatively simple for the backs.
Assisted by a defence which seemed to get out of position very
easily, they scored seven tries, handling a wet ball most
creditably. The other matches were against Canford 2nd XV
and Yeovil "A."

The chief faults of the pack were their high packing in many
of the tight scrums-this was particularly noticeable in the
second row-and their failure to catch the ball cleanly at the
line-out. At full strength, however, they were a well·balanced
and strong lot of forwards, with a fast and dangerous back row
consisting of Fyson, Chase and Tyson. The last-named played
several very good games. There was some difficulty in finding
a leader, and probably Smith in his frequent appearances as a
substitute was as successful as any.

The halves usually combined wel!. L1ewelyn has good hands
and is quick off the mark. Lochore will have to speed up his
passing, but his work in defence has invariably been very good.

Of the centres Horsfall could go through at times, but was apt
to lose touch with the other three-quarters, and also to delay his
pass too long. RusselI adapted him!!elf quite well to a new
position arid ran strai~ht, but was often too sloW a start~r,
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Gibson and de Carteret, on the wings, went very hard, but were
both too fond of trying to find a way through in the middle.

At back, Round-Turner was too deliberate at times, but usually
safe and reliable.

The unity of the team suffered inevitably from the calls of the
2nd XV, but at full strength it was certainly as good and probably
better than the 3rd XV's of the last few years.

Team-Rounn-Turner; Gibson. Russell, Horsfall, de Carteret;
Llewellyn, Lochore; Tyson, Fyson, King, Homfray, Chase,
Hopcraft, Copeman, Dowdeswell.

In addition to the above, Smith and Mair played in most of the
matches as forwards, and Hancock at back and at stand-off half

Of the other substitutes, Holloway deserves mention for his
five tries against Downside. H.E.

JUNIORS.
First Round.

Ross' heat Brown's, 29-0.
Parry-Jones' beat Elderton's, 20-3.

Second Round.
Ross' beat O'Hanlon's, 22-0.
Parry-Jones' beat Macfarlane-Grieve's, 10-3.

Third Round.
Ross' beat Parry-Jones', 3-0.

Challenge Routzds.
Brown's beat Elderton's, 14-11.
Brown's beat Parry-Jones', 12-3.

ROSS' v. PARRY-lONES'.

Played on No. 1, on Tuesday, November 22nd, and won by
Ross' by 3 points to nil.

The conditions were almost as bad as they could be, there
being rain throughout the game and the ground being very
muddy.

Ross' played towards Sherborne in Ihe first half and attacked
soon after the start, There was no score till about half-way
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through the first half, when from a forward rush the ball went
loose 011 the right wing and Hornsby scored far out. The re
mainder of the first half went in favour of Ross', who employed
the short punt successfully. Pilldngton nearly scored on the left,
but the referee adjudged the ball to have been pushed over the
try-line.

r11 the second half the loose rushing of the Ross' forwards was
too much for their opponents, who only looked dangerous on a
few occasions, once from a break through by Robinson and at
other times from kicks ahen.d. Several times Ross' "appeared
certain to score, but a good defence and the slippery ball saved
Parry-Jones'.

Both sides played well under the conditions, but the Ross'
forwards did more with the ball when they got it, and made
victory for their side certain and deserved. The brothers
Matthews, Bell mi., Aylward and Damer-Priest played well for
Ross',and Clarke, Partridge and Macphersonfor Parry-Jones'
Both full-backs gave a very creditable display under extremely
difficult conditions.

TWO COCK.

Played on the Lower on Saturday, December 3rd. School
won, 14-0.

The School kicked off towards Yeovil. A hailstorm arrived
precisely at that moment, and spoilt all chance of an open game
by making the ball very greasy, and the ground even softer than
Friday's continuous rain had left it. After ten minutes'
scrambling mid-field play, Montgomery kicked ahead, and the
School forwards following up scored a lucky try. This was
converted (5-0). After more even play, Homfray broke
through the School defence, but his kick ahead was much too
hard and the ball was touchecl down. The House forwards
kept up the pressure for a while. Pilkington cut through and
looked dangerous, but the House forwards relieved to mid-field.
The School then pressed and after Peters had netJ,r1y got over
the forwards pushed over from a 5-yard scrum. The kick
failed (8-0). The House then fouAht their way to the School
line, and Breay very nearly scored after a passing movement.
Montgomery made a good tackle, and the School returned to the
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Yours faithfully,

W. N. D. LANG,

attack. After a forward rush Henriques picked up smartly and
scored. The kick failed (11-0). Half-time found the School
still pressing.

With the wind and the slope the School were continually on
the attack, and the House seldom reached their opponents'
half. Play was rather scrambling and there was only one
further score, an unconverted try by Peters. A few incidents
caught the· eye. Matthew5 made a good run; Finlayson
brought off an excellent tackle. Bell ma., at full back, showed
resource in everything that he did; he made one particularly
clever save and kick to touch. His opposite number, Li1ley,
twice fielded the ball neatly, and was generally competent.

The School forwards were heavier and more lively than the
House. They gave their backs most of the baIl, and Peters
sent out a number of good passes. It was not a day for outsides,
and the three-quarters were unable to distinguish themselves.

School- Bell; Holloway ma. (capt.), Pilkington, Montgomery
ma., Hornsby ; Matlhews mi., Peters mi.; Damer-Priest, Hall,
Henriques. Matthews ma., Cherry, Aylward, Fegen, Harman
ma.

School House - Lilley; Meyer, Whately-Smith (capt.),
Breay, Clementi; Addams-Williams, Kemp; Nesbitt, Finlayson,
Cleaver, Watson, Dinham-Peren, Kerr- Tarrett, Smith.

CORRESPONDENCE.

[The Editors of The Shirburnian do not hold themselves responsible for
the opinions expressed by contributors.]

To the Editors of The Shirburnian.

Dear Sirs,
With so man¥ O.SS. playing regularly for first class London clubs and

for the 'Varsities, would it not be possible to put a team in the field this
season for the seven a sides? We have the talent, etc., available and
CQuld challenge anybody.
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